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Abstract—What do animals hear? While it remains challenging to adequately assess sensory perception in animal models, it is important to determine perceptual abilities in model
systems to understand how physiological processes and
plasticity relate to perception, learning, and cognition. Here
we discuss hearing in rodents, reviewing previous and
recent behavioral experiments querying acoustic perception
in rats and mice, and examining the relation between behavioral data and electrophysiological recordings from the central auditory system. We focus on measurements of critical
bands, which are psychoacoustic phenomena that seem to
have a neural basis in the functional organization of the
cochlea and the inferior colliculus. We then discuss how
behavioral training, brain stimulation, and neuropathology
impact auditory processing and perception.
This article is part of a Special Issue entitled: Contributions From Diﬀerent Model Organisms to Brain Research.
Ó 2015 IBRO. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

INTRODUCTION
The sensory nervous system provides information about
the external world. Much is known about how sensory
information is represented in neural circuits particularly
in the cerebral cortex, including how recent sensory
experience is used to update and modify previous
representations via mechanisms of synaptic plasticity
(Buonomano and Merzenich, 1998; Gilbert et al., 2001;
Feldman and Brecht, 2005; Carcea and Froemke,
2013). However, less is understood about how neuronal
responses, tuning curves, and patterns of network activity
relate to sensory perception and behavioral decisions.
This makes it challenging to understand the functional signiﬁcance of synaptic modiﬁcations in sensory circuits and
limits the application of nootropic therapies and interventions targeted to speciﬁc neural structures (Rubenstein
and Merzenich, 2003; Kilgard, 2012; Ganguly and Poo,
2013; Nahum et al., 2013; Sale et al., 2014).
In part this is due to the diﬃculties in accurately
assessing perceptual abilities in animals, which cannot
report subjective experiences; thus experiments in
animals on the neural bases of perception and cognition
must rely on behavioral responses or physiological
measures. Unfortunately, interpreting physiological
response data in terms of perception is problematic. For
example, adaptation at diﬀerent stages throughout the
nervous system could cause stimuli that are robustly
represented in one area (e.g., auditory cortex) to fail to
elicit responses in downstream target areas (e.g., frontal
cortex). Likewise, failure to detect stimulus-evoked
responses in brain regions related to motor control does
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not necessarily mean that animals have failed to perceive
those stimuli. Additionally, lack of motivation can
confound reliable behavioral response measurements,
even if animals have been carefully trained or
conditioned. It remains unclear both what animals
perceive on speciﬁc trials of sensorimotor behavioral
tasks, and what they can perceive, in terms of
limitations of sensory systems.
Given these constraints, why study audition, and why
use rodents to do so? To start, neurons in the auditory
system can respond to sensory input with temporally
precise spike ﬁring and are able to follow modulations in
stimulus statistics with high reliability – up to one kHz in
the case of some single inner hair cells (Russell and
Sellick, 1983). Phase locking and following rates
decrease and responses generally become noisier further
along the central auditory path, but auditory cortical
responses to complex or natural sounds can be surprisingly reliable (Machens et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2006;
Schnupp et al., 2006; Huetz et al., 2009). These observations motivate studies examining how excitatory and
inhibitory synaptic inputs are coordinated to enforce spiketiming precision, and suggest that the auditory system in
particular is suitable for investigating the functional consequences of phenomena such as excitatory–inhibitory balance (Volkov and Galazjuk, 1991; Wehr and Zador, 2003;
Tan and Wehr, 2009; Dorrn et al., 2010) and spike-timingdependent plasticity (Froemke et al., 2005; Dahmen et al.,
2008; Lee et al., 2009; Tzounopoulos and Kraus, 2009;
Chen et al., 2013).
Adaptation, plasticity, and other forms of cellular and
network-level memory are a fundamental part of
auditory processing. Auditory objects are transient and
usually persist for milliseconds to seconds, meaning that
auditory scene analysis requires memory traces over
multiple timescales (Bregman, 1994; Shamma et al.,
2011). This may include recognition of novel or low-probability sounds, which likely involves adaptive processes
such as short-term depression for ﬁltering out behaviorallyirrelevant sensory information (Ulanovsky et al., 2003,
2004; Wehr and Zador, 2005). Mechanisms of longerterm
plasticity could be involved in processing the behavioral
signiﬁcance of certain sounds (Froemke and Martins,
2011; Froemke et al., 2013), as indicated by studies in
trained animals (Buonomano and Merzenich, 1998) and
by examination of pup call representations in virgin female
mice compared to dams (Liu et al., 2006; Bennur et al.,
2013; Rothschild et al., 2013).
With all this in mind, the choice of animal model –
particularly that of rodents – depends on a few key
points. While a requirement for similarity to humans is
not necessary for all ﬁelds or all questions, it becomes
important in a context where human ability is inferred
from animal results and where such results lay
foundations for human therapies and technologies (e.g.,
cochlear implants). The structures and functions of the
mammalian central auditory pathway are similar in
rodents, carnivores, and primates, with some cochlear
specializations for processing higher frequency sounds
in smaller animals (Fay, 1988). Furthermore, like many
species, many types of rodents use sound for social

communication. Although the rodent auditory system
can diﬀer in some signiﬁcant ways from that of humans
(Felix, 2002), there is a large knowledge base provided
by the decades of research in both auditory and non-auditory ﬁelds using mice and rats. Mice and rats are by far
the most commonly used mammals in research
(Malakoﬀ, 2000) and according to Willott (2007), rodent
auditory processing is arguably as well-understood as
any other nonhuman species. Therefore, rodent models
can be used to ask speciﬁc questions and uncover general principles, such as understanding the neural bases
of critical bands or evaluating the function of auditory
prostheses such as cochlear implants.
Finally, some details of contemporary experimental
design make these studies more convenient in rodents,
and rats in particular. Rats occupy an important niche in
the ﬁelds of plasticity and behavior because of their low
cost and ability to learn complex behavioral paradigms
quickly, which allows them to be trained in large cohorts
in combination with technicallychallenging recording
methods. Rats and mice provide a tremendous degree
of experimental ﬂexibility via cutting-edge tools such as
optogenetics, in vivo whole-cell recording, two-photon
imaging, or high-density array recording. As a result,
these animals are important and tractable models for
auditory research requiring in vivo recordings during
behavior.
This review will discuss rodent auditory critical bands
as a means for elucidating and understanding the limits
of sensory resolution and perception. While critical
bands have been observed in other sensory modalities
(Marks, 1979; Jones et al., 1999; Nefs et al., 2003), they
have been most thoroughly investigated in the auditory
system. We review the rodent auditory critical band literature, describing the known anatomical and physiological
basis for critical bands, as well as discussing the potential
for plasticity throughout the central auditory system with
respect to modifying critical bands and improving the limits of auditory perception.

ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF CRITICAL
BANDS
How much of the limitations of sound perception –
detection and recognition abilities in particular – are
determined by the biophysics and organization of the
auditory system? A major function of a sensory system
is to detect stimuli. Detection abilities are largely deﬁned
by intensity thresholds across hearing ranges. Hearing
range seems largely determined by cochlear anatomy
and the physical characteristics of the head (Heﬀner
and Heﬀner, 2007). Low-frequency hearing is limited by
cochlear size and curvature (West, 1985; Manoussaki
et al., 2008). In particular, there is a high inverse correlation between the low-end hearing limit and the ratio
between the curvature radii of the cochlear base to apex
(Manoussaki et al., 2008). By comparison, functional
head size is deﬁned as the time for sound to travel from
one ear to the other, and is correlated with the extent of
high-frequency hearing (Heﬀner and Heﬀner, 2010) while
setting a physical limit for sound localization abilities
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based on binaural cues (Phillips et al., 2012). There has
been considerable progress on understanding how the
mammalian auditory system uses interaural diﬀerences
to compute the spatial location of sound sources (Brand
et al., 2002; King et al., 2011). For example, the ability
of rats to capitalize on interaural time and level diﬀerences
has been described in Koka et al. (2008). Therefore here
we will focus only on detection and recognition abilities
instead of sound localization.
What are critical bands?
Critical bands are believed to impose a biophysical limit
on possible frequency resolution. Originally deﬁned by
Fletcher in 1940, a critical band is a frequency range
within which a tone will aﬀect perception of a previous
tone by masking. Tones within the frequency range of a
critical band are thought to activate the same location of
the basilar membrane (Schreiner et al., 2000). Critical
bands contribute to the ability to discriminate sounds
(Ehret and Merzenich, 1988; Schreiner and Langner,
1997; Egorova et al., 2006; Egorova and Ehret, 2008)
and to detect sounds in background noise (Watson,
1963). Critical band ﬁltering and integration are basic
components of mammalian sound perception (Plomp,
1968, 1971; Scharf, 1970; Greenwood, 1991; Roederer,
2008) and are active for any sound composed of complex
frequencies, which is almost every natural sound (Scharf,
1970).
Direct determination of critical bands is time
consuming and thus these measurements exist for few
animals (Fay, 1988). The alternative is an indirect measure of frequency selectivity, the critical ratio, which is
much simpler to obtain because it only requires a single
masked threshold measurement (Yost and Shofner,
2009). The critical ratio is a signal-to-noise ratio, where
the signal is the power of the tone at masked threshold
and the noise is simply the power of the noise per unit
bandwidth (Yost and Shofner, 2009). Fletcher (1940)
developed both concepts – critical bands and critical
ratios – when he showed that noise-masked tone thresholds were aﬀected by a certain ‘‘critical band’’ of frequencies centered on a tone that was to be detected (Fig. 1A).
Essentially, noise masking did not aﬀect thresholds until
critical bands were reached where frequencies within
these bands lowered the masked tone threshold,
approaching the unmasked threshold. Following two
fundamental assumptions about critical bands, Fletcher
derived the critical ratio as an indirect measure of critical
bands (Fletcher, 1940; Yost and Shofner, 2009).
Critical band and critical ratios have a few key features
that overlap and allow critical ratios to be used as an
estimate of critical bands. One caveat is that more
recent data now suggest that critical ratios may be poor
indicators of critical bands, especially in animals (Yost
and Shofner, 2009). Both critical bands and critical ratios
depend on frequency but are mostly independent of sound
intensity, although absolute bandwidths for the two measures may diﬀer signiﬁcantly (Fletcher, 1940; Hawkins
and Stevens, 1950; Scharf, 1970; Pickles, 1975, 1979;
Seaton and Trahiotis, 1975; Ehret, 1976). The absolute
bandwidths at any given center frequency can vary by

Fig. 1. Measurement of rodent critical bands. (A) Tone masking by
narrowband center frequency-centered noise (Ehret, 1976). Top:
audiogram thresholds across tones of increasing frequency. Panels
below: pure tone of a certain center frequency (asterisk), with
increasingly large noisebands centered at the center frequency (red
to orange to blue bands). Tone thresholds increase in the presence of
a noiseband centered around the center frequency (red) and continue
to increase up to a critical point (orange), at which larger noisebands
result in no further increase in noise-masked tone thresholds (blue).
(B) Conditioned suppression in response to tones of a diﬀerent
frequency from target tone (Heﬀner and Masterton, 1980). Animals
were trained to lick during presentation of a target tone of a speciﬁc
frequency and to suppress licking for tones of a diﬀerent frequency.
Tones of varying frequency were presented to measure frequency
discrimination.

factors of 1–2.5, depending on the measurement method
used, though the critical ratio is usually equal to or smaller
than the critical band (Ehret and Schreiner, 1997).
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Critical ratio measures for several non-human species
are much larger than those for humans, implying that
humans have sharper critical bands, i.e., better
frequency selectivity, than other species (Yost and
Shofner, 2009). Measurements of critical bands in diﬀerent rodent species indicate that they are consistently much
lower than critical ratios and not very diﬀerent from direct
frequency selectivity measurement in humans; additionally, critical ratios in animal models were consistently
much higher than in humans (Evans et al., 1992;
Niemiec et al., 1992; May et al., 2006). These larger critical
ratios indicate that rodents may be ineﬃcient at detecting a
tone in a noise background; however, since rodent critical
band sizes are similar to humans, these species may have
similar frequency discrimination abilities. Yost and
Shofner (2009) therefore postulated that rodents use a
wide-band detection strategy, while humans use narrowband detection. As a result, critical ratios and critical bands
should be treated separately in the rodent, so we will focus
here on critical bands rather than critical ratios.
The description of critical bands arose out of a rich
literature on human psychoacoustics, followed by the
development of parallel studies in various animals,
including rodents. Many tests on both humans and other
animals have ﬂushed out the details and properties of
critical bands (Scharf, 1970; Moore, 2013). Broadly, these
can be categorized as studies on tone masking, e.g., by
center-frequency noise bands (Fletcher, 1940; Ehret,
1976; Greenwood, 1991), by notched noise bands
(Patterson, 1976; Weber, 1977), ripple noise (Houtgast,
1977; Pick, 1980), loudness summation within a band
(Scharf, 1959), sound lateralization within bands (Scharf
et al., 1976), or other approaches (Plomp and Levelt,
1965; Schorer, 1986).
In animals, thresholds have been measured as pure
tone audiograms. While behavioral methods ultimately
must be used to determine perceptual abilities, some
animals can be diﬃcult to rapidly and reliably train. This
is especially challenging in young animals, as some
early postnatal developmental processes occur more
rapidly than the duration required for training (Dorrn
et al., 2010; Froemke and Jones, 2011). Additionally,
tone-evoked responses may not generalize to more complex stimuli that make up vocalizations and other natural
sounds; conventional tuning curves reﬂect single tone
measurements, while critical bands ﬁlter the interactions
of two or more spectrally complex sounds (Ehret and
Merzenich, 1988; Egorova et al., 2006). Single-tone tuning curve shapes diﬀer signiﬁcantly from those derived
for complex sounds (Ehret and Schreiner, 1997). While
critical bands depend both on measurement method and
species tested (Ehret and Schreiner, 1997), critical bandwidths have been established across techniques and species (Fay, 1988). The striking similarities between critical
bands of humans and those of other mammals contextualizes human psychoacoustics in a wide animal
literature and supports the hypothesis that the neural
basis of critical bands is similar in many mammalian species from rodents to humans.
Critical bands have three general features (Ehret and
Merzenich, 1988; Ehret, 1995). First, frequency

dependence– frequency bandwidths increase with
increasing critical band center frequency (Scharf, 1970;
Fay, 1988; Evans et al., 1992; Ehret and Schreiner,
1997). Second, intensity independence– up to about 80dB sound pressure level (SPL), each frequency bandwidth around a separate center frequency is largely
independent of sound intensity (Scharf, 1970; Scharf
et al., 1976; Scharf and Meiselman, 1977; Ehret and
Schreiner, 1997). Third, critical band ﬁlters are linear,
such that sound type and energy do not aﬀect energy
summation within a single critical band (Ehret and
Schreiner, 1997).
What structures support critical bands?
A neuronal theory of critical bands should account for
these three major psychophysical properties. The
logarithmic scale of critical band frequency dependence
implicated the cochlea in determining this feature, since
cochlear maps are also logarithmic (Braun, 1997).
Intensity independence and linearity are not present peripherally, however, and instead are thought to be represented more centrally, perhaps by midbrain structures
(Ehret and Merzenich, 1985, 1988; Egorova and Ehret,
2008).
Auditory periphery: cochlea and auditory nerve. The
ﬁrst stages of auditory processing occur in the cochlea,
which is organized as a frequency map. Sensory hair
cells are speciﬁc distances from the base of the cochlea
and are best stimulated by the frequency that
corresponds to the place where they reside. This
frequency-place map is related to the stiﬀness change
of the basilar membrane on which the hair cells sit- the
base is stiﬀer and thicker, while the apex is ﬂexible and
wider (Ehret and Frankenreiter, 1977; Ehret, 1978). The
cochlear tonotopy that this organization produces establishes the faithful encoding of frequency and selectivity
for the rest of the auditory system. In fact, the frequency
tuning of basilar membrane displacement is as sharp as
the tuning of single auditory nerve ﬁbers (Khanna and
Leonard, 1982, 1986). Greenwood (1961) demonstrated
that critical bandwidths are representations of constant
distance intervals on the basilar membrane, approximating one millimeter each. Thus the auditory periphery can
reliably represent discrete frequency bands; however,
the cochlea also contributes to masking functions characteristic of sound representations, whereas the auditory
nerve does not.
The inner and outer hair cells of the cochlea interact to
determine absolute and noise-masked auditory
thresholds, respectively. Inner hair cell loss increases
absolute auditory threshold, while loss of outer hair cells
has no eﬀect on absolute auditory threshold. Outer hair
cell damage does aﬀect masked thresholds in the
frequency range in which they are damaged; damage of
outer hair cells results in decreased noise-masked
thresholds, indicating that masking is a function of these
cells in cats (Dolan et al., 1974), chinchillas (Ward and
Duvall, 1971), guinea pigs (Wersäll et al., 1973) and mice
(Ehret, 1979).
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Subcortical
processing:
brainstem
and
midbrain. Properties of spiral ganglion cells and
auditory nerve ﬁbers seem to be only minimally involved
in masking or determining the intensity-independence of
critical bands. Instead, these cells act as nonlinear
ﬁlters for sound intensities >30 dB SPL above the tone
response threshold (Evans, 1974) (Pickles, 1975, 1979;
Nienhuys and Clark, 1979; Ehret and Moﬀat, 1984;
Ehret and Merzenich, 1985, 1988). These properties
therefore are thought to depend on processing further
along in the auditory feedforward pathway (Ehret and
Merzenich, 1988).
The lowest subcortical relay that demonstrates ﬁltering
properties consistent with critical bands is the inferior
colliculus (Pickles, 1975, 1979; Ehret, 1976; Ehret and
Moﬀat, 1984; Ehret and Merzenich, 1985, 1988). This is
supported by extensive single neuron recordings in the
central nucleus of the inferior colliculus of the cat, whose
laminar structure and extensive lateral inhibition properties
are precisely organized along critical bands (Ehret and
Merzenich, 1985, 1988; Langner and Schreiner, 1987).
Additionally, human-evoked brainstem potentials also
suggest the critical bands arise in the midbrain (Zerlin,
1986). Conversely, neuronal responses within the
cochlear nucleus, which provides the major feedforward
input to the inferior colliculus, do not tend to exhibit
relationships to critical band properties (Greenwood and
Goldberg, 1970; Spirou and Young, 1991).
The three-dimensional structure of the central nucleus
of the inferior colliculus is fairly complex, but has been
ﬁnely mapped in cats, rats, and mice. The lower
auditory brainstem nuclei send more than ten input
projections to partially overlapping areas in the central
nucleus (Brunso-Bechtold et al., 1981; Malmierca, 2004;
Winer and Schreiner, 2005). Sound representations in
the lower nuclei are transmitted to frequency-band laminae in the central nucleus, which are comprised of major
and minor frequency gradients (Schreiner and Langner,
1997). These laminae are determined by the major gradient, formed by the tonotopic distribution of characteristic
frequencies. The ventromedial area contains neurons
tuned to high frequencies while neurons with lower characteristic frequencies are found within the dorsolateral
area. The minor gradients run within each frequency-band
lamina, with high-frequency characteristic frequencies
across the ventrolateral area and neurons with lower
characteristic frequencies found dorsomedial. Strikingly,
the spectral distance between frequency-band laminae
corresponds to one critical band; frequencies spanned
by a single lamina are also separated by one critical band
(Schreiner and Langner, 1997). Thus in the cat, the
anatomical and physiological characteristics of the central
nucleus provide a spatial tonotopy organized in terms of
critical bands (Egorova and Ehret, 2008). Furthermore,
spectral bandwidths, inhibition and correlated ﬁring within
the central nucleus of the inferior colliculus are all on the
order of one critical band (1/3 octave) in cats (Rodriguez
et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2012). It has also been demonstrated that rats have a comparable tonotopic map in
the inferior colliculus, with each individual lamina spanning a single critical band of approximately 0.3 octaves
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(Malmierca et al., 2008). Analogous studies in the mouse
midbrain have demonstrated similar gradients in rodents
as in carnivores (Willard and Ryugo, 1983; Stiebler and
Ehret, 1985; Meininger et al., 1986; Romand and Ehret,
1990).
While critical bands themselves are psychoacoustic
phenomena, the neuronal representations of critical
band properties are referred to as ‘neural critical bands’.
Neural critical bandwidths are 3/8–1/3 of an octave
around
the
respective
excitatory
characteristic
frequency, and are asymmetrically centered closer to
the high-frequency boundary. However, neural critical
bandwidth boundaries are not the same as the extents
of excitatory receptive ﬁelds, but are instead deﬁned by
lateral inhibition (Ehret and Merzenich, 1988; Egorova
et al., 2006). The organization of excitation and inhibition
in the inferior colliculus also contributes to the balance of
spectral and temporal modulation sensitivity at this central
relay; as sensitivity to one increases, sensitivity to the
other decreases, across the collicular tonotopic gradient
(Rodriguez et al., 2010). Finally, in his model of collicular
processing, Ehret (1995) has demonstrated that excitatory, facilitatory and inhibitory inputs within and across laminae can produce constant, intensity-independent neural
critical bands.
Cortical reﬁnement: auditory cortex. Some neurons in
primary auditory cortex (AI) also seem to represent critical
bands. These neurons are found in central and ventral AI,
as neurons in dorsal AI neurons have properties that are
incompatible with critical band features (Ehret and
Schreiner, 1997). This may be related to the distinct forms
of auditory processing in these subdivisions of AI.
Spectral information is represented in the central and ventral AI while dorsal AI may be involved in discriminating
sound relevance.
In cat ventral and central AI, a large range of spectral
bandwidth sensitivities can be found (Ehret and
Schreiner, 1997; Read et al., 2001; Atencio and
Schreiner, 2012). Similar to the inferior colliculus,
(Rodriguez et al., 2010) excitatory bandwidths in AI scale
with suppressive bandwidth (Atencio and Schreiner,
2012). In agreement, the tuning properties of excitatory
and inhibitory synaptic inputs to AI neurons in the adult
cat, rat, and mouse are balanced (Wehr and Zador,
2003; Tan et al., 2007; Tan and Wehr, 2009; Dorrn
et al., 2010; Froemke et al., 2013). This means that frequency tuning and intensity tuning proﬁles of excitation
and inhibition are usually (but not always) similar, with
GABAergic inhibitory responses scaling proportionally
with the magnitude of tone-evoked excitation.
Interestingly, this balanced inhibition is not observed in
young animals, but requires developmental auditory
experience (Chang et al., 2005; Dorrn et al., 2010;
Froemke and Jones, 2011). These data support the
notion that critical bandwidth properties are constructed
and reﬁned through a combination of co-tuned excitation
and inhibition in central auditory stations.
In contrast, neural responses in dorsal AI are not
characterized by the traditional critical band features:
they are not dependent on characteristic frequency, they
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are not intensity independent, and they are quite broad
(Ehret and Schreiner, 1997). Further, the general sound
processing strategy of dorsal AI is unusual and neuronal
tuning curves here have multiple peaks (Sutter and
Schreiner, 1991) and poor frequency resolution (Ehret
and Schreiner, 1997). Dorsal AI may be involved in discriminating sound relevance – analogous areas in the
bat participate in echolocation (Suga, 1988) and anatomical homologs in the mouse contribute to social communication (Stiebler et al., 1997).
The auditory cortex usually plays a prominent role in
processing frequency and critical band information when
stimuli acquire behavioral signiﬁcance or are linked to
attentional processes. For example, in the monkey
visual system, attention improves task performance by
decreasing interneuronal correlation and modifying the
sensitivity of a neuronal population, rather than aﬀecting
properties of single neurons (Cohen and Maunsell,
2009). In auditory perception, some studies suggest that
attention modulates features of the secondary auditory
cortex, while others demonstrate a role for attention in
the primary auditory cortex. Attention seems to increase
both cortical gain as well as frequency selectivity, possibly
by lateral inhibition (Kauramäki et al., 2007). This has
been demonstrated in trained ferrets where selective
attention reﬁnes cortical receptive ﬁelds to focus on the
attended frequencies via a center excitatory-surround
inhibitory mechanism (Fritz et al., 2003). Additionally,
Atiani et al. (2009) show that task performance correlates
with the magnitude of change in the auditory cortex where
neurons sensitive to the background frequencies are suppressed and those representing the attended frequencies
are enhanced.

bandwidth in infants, this would only account for a 1.75dB SPL higher threshold. The rest of the threshold drop
over development is unlikely to be due to diﬀerential
motivation or attentional states (Schneider et al., 1990),
and thus must result from other central modiﬁcations
rather than from critical band development per se.
The central auditory system develops, matures and
changes during life as a result of both intrinsic factors
and experience. For example, the rodent auditory cortex
is particularly plastic during early postnatal life, with
hearing onset beginning at around postnatal day (P) 10
(Froemke and Jones, 2011). Beginning at hearing onset,
a series of staggered critical periods progress over the
ﬁrst month of life for the development of characteristic frequency, bandwidth, direction selectivity, and excitatoryinhibitory balance (de Villers-Sidani et al., 2007; Insanally
et al., 2009; Dorrn et al., 2010). Sensorimotor development and expression of auditory reﬂexes in pups can be
accelerated if mothers are housed in an enriched
environment during gestation (Cárdenas et al., 2015).
Motherhood also modiﬁes auditory representation and
perception: auditory responses of AI parvalbuminexpressing neurons have recently been found to be centered around higher frequencies in lactating mother mice
compared to virgins, which is appropriate for registering
pup ultrasonic vocalizations (Cohen and Mizrahi, 2015).
Other forms of behaviorallyrelevant sound exposure
aﬀect auditory processing as well: while music-related
neuroplasticity was originally thought to be a cortical phenomenon (Patel, 2003), music and language experience
can also tune subcortical representations of complex
sounds (Wong et al., 2007; Bidelman and Krishnan,
2010; Bidelman et al., 2011; Parbery-Clark et al., 2012).

PLASTICITY OF CRITICAL BANDS

Auditory pathology. Pathology – congenital, perinatal,
or environmentallyinduced – dramatically alters structural
and functional aspects of the auditory brain. The most
straightforward example of pathology aﬀecting auditory
development is deafness. There is an extensive
literature enumerating the eﬀects of hearing loss and
congenital deafness on anatomy, physiology, and
behavior in animal models (Kral et al., 2000, 2002; Salvi
et al., 2000; Kral, 2007) and in humans (Bauer et al.,
2006; Moore, 2008; Sharma et al., 2009). Other causes
of perinatal period auditory pathology can include thyroid
hormone imbalance, where both hypo- and hyperthyroidism can produce nervous system dysfunction;
hypothyroid animals demonstrate middle and inner ear
malformation as well as delayed onset of cochlear activity
and elevated brainstem response thresholds (Hébert
et al., 1985). These cochlear and brainstem eﬀects would
be expected to inﬂuence the frequency-dependence and
intensity-independence of critical bands, respectively.
Disruption of normative patterns of acoustic
experience can also impair development of the central
auditory system. Several studies using noise (Zhang
et al., 2002; Chang and Merzenich, 2003; Speechley
et al., 2007), excessive loud or single tone exposure, or
patterned stimulation (Nakahara et al., 2004) have provided the groundwork for observing changes in auditory
maps and discrimination ability. For example, rat pups

Plasticity in the central auditory system
The nervous system is sensitive and vulnerable to both
intrinsic and extrinsic inﬂuences, especially during
formation (e.g., gestation) and development (e.g., critical
periods). Neural circuits are then continually plastic and
adaptive throughout life, allowing experiences and
activities to modify brain function and impact perceptual
and cognitive skills. Since critical bands depend on both
peripheral and central processes, it is reasonable to
expect that variability in the development, maintenance
and/or modiﬁcation of each auditory relay can aﬀect
critical band organization and auditory perception.
Development of critical bands and the auditory
system. There has been limited work on the
development of critical bands and their modiﬁcation
before adulthood. Schneider et al. (1990) showed that
critical bandwidth does not signiﬁcantly change with age
in human infants and adults, at least not enough to
account for developmental changes in masked and absolute thresholds. Adult thresholds are lower than those in
infants by 8–15 dB SPL (Bull et al., 1981; Trehub et al.,
1981; Nozza and Wilson, 1984). Over the same time
frame, critical bandwidths are fairly constant (Olsho,
1985; Irwin et al., 1986). Even with a 50% larger critical
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exposed to trains of 7.1-kHz pure tones show larger than
normal regions of AI tuned to 7.1 kHz (Han et al., 2007).
Surprisingly, adult rats previously exposed to 7.1-kHz
tones have impaired discrimination around 7.1 kHz but
enhanced discrimination at other target frequencies
(Han et al., 2007). Thus at least in some cases, overrepresentations of certain frequencies after developmental exposure can reduce auditory discrimination. Other
studies of late eﬀects of early noise exposure demonstrate morphological changes in multiple auditory relays,
including the inferior colliculus, medial geniculate body
and auditory cortex (Ouda et al., 2014). Tuning curves
in the inferior colliculus broaden and intensity coding is
impacted (Grécová et al., 2009; Bures et al., 2010).
While critical bandwidths may be relatively stable throughout life, it is clear that critical period plasticity can dramatically inﬂuence auditory processing that depends on
subcortical and cortical eﬀects.
Experimentally induced plasticity
Instead of impairing performance, some forms of plasticity
might be beneﬁcial and lead to improvements in auditory
perception. Why might it be attractive to improve plasticity
and perceptual limits? Generally, the ability to
experimentally manipulate neural circuits can provide a
deeper understanding of how speciﬁc circuit elements
might be related to behavior or psychoacoustic
phenomena. Moreover, understanding the rules and
mechanisms of experience-dependent plasticity in the
mammalian central auditory system should be useful for
the development and reﬁnement of prosthetic devices,
including cochlear implants or auditory brainstem/
midbrain implants.
Behavioral training. Frequency recognition limens and
just-noticeable diﬀerences are often much closer than
suggested by critical bandwidths. Heﬀner and Masterton
(1980) measured frequency discrimination in rodents via
conditioned suppression (Fig. 1B). They found that rats
have frequency discrimination limens of around 1–2%,
while mice have frequency limens of around 2–5%, in
agreement with an earlier study by Ehret (1975). These
values are comparable to a recent study by de Hoz and
Nelken (2014). Across mice, the just-noticeable diﬀerence
was a frequency separation of 4–7%. When a diﬀerent
cohort of animals was pre-exposed to a certain frequency
in the absence of an aversive air puﬀ, they were slower to
be conditioned to tones of that frequency. Interestingly,
this latent inhibition generalized to tones over a much
broader frequency range than was determined for frequency discrimination. These broader, asymmetrical generalization ranges of 20–40% are closer to nominal critical
bandwidth (33%), indicating that diﬀerent neural circuits
might be involved in sound frequency generalization as
opposed to frequency recognition and discrimination.
Speciﬁcally, stimulus generalization might be more inﬂuenced by the ﬁltering properties of subcortical neurons,
whereas the eﬀects of training to recognize or discriminate stimuli may shape circuits in the cortex to improve
frequency resolution for behaviorallyrelevant stimuli.

Stimulation and neuromodulation. One of the ﬁrst
attempts to more speciﬁcally induce cortical plasticity
and relate changes in cortical tuning curves to
psychophysical abilities was performed by Talwar and
Gerstein (2001). Adult rats were trained on one of two different frequency discrimination tasks. Intracortical microstimulation was then used to shift frequency tuning curves
in a robust and reliable manner. However, little to no eﬀect
was observed on behavioral performance on either task
(Talwar and Gerstein, 2001).
An alternative approach exempliﬁed by the classic
studies of Bakin and Weinberger (1996) demonstrated
that pairing a pure tone with electrical stimulation of the
cholinergic nucleus basalis can shift frequency tuning in
anesthetized adult rats. Repetitive pairing in this manner
induces long-term forms of synaptic modiﬁcations that
collectively serve to shift cortical tuning curves to have
new preference for paired inputs (Bakin and
Weinberger, 1996; Froemke et al., 2007) and to reorganize auditory cortical maps (Kilgard and Merzenich,
1998). Behavioral modiﬁcation occurs in conjunction with
physiological changes: nucleus basalis pairing can
improve frequency recognition performance (Reed et al.,
2011) and improve detection of quiet sounds in background noise (Froemke et al., 2013).
These studies of cortical plasticity indicate that
auditory perception in general– and critical band
limitations in particular– can be changed and improved
by behavioral training and/or manipulations of receptive
ﬁeld properties within the central auditory system. It is
unlikely that basic biophysical properties of the cochlea
are modiﬁed by training, although the functions of hair
cells can be modulated by the olive (Darrow et al.,
2007; Elgoyhen et al., 2009). Instead, it is more plausible
that at least some of the behaviorallydetermined limits of
auditory perception arise within central structures. This is
because neuromodulatory-based plasticity of cortical tuning curves can improve performance beyond the levels
achieved in highly trained animals (Froemke et al.,
2013). It remains to be determined to what degree these
gains in performance are due to alterations of motivation
or other internal state variables, acceleration of nominallyslower plastic processes engaged by training, or
actual boosts in auditory processing capabilities within
the central nervous system.

CONCLUSIONS
Over the last century, there has been intense eﬀort
devoted to understanding the mechanisms of auditory
transduction and relating these mechanisms to auditory
processing and perception, ultimately in hopes of
restoring hearing to the profoundly deaf. Examination of
critical band phenomena has been an essential and
productive part of these studies. Critical bands denote
the
spectral
bandwidth
where
more-or-less
simultaneously presented tones interfere with and
perception of each individual tone, and as such provide
a tractable approach examining how the auditory
system responds to complex acoustic stimuli.
Classically, critical bands are thought to arise from
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cochlear biophysics, and thus the central auditory system
is thought to inherit these fundamental limitations to
auditory perception from the earliest stages of
peripheral transduction. Directly testing this hypothesis
requires robust behavioral paradigms for assessing
auditory perception in animal models amenable to
careful and invasive anatomical and physiological
measurement techniques.
Rodents can be rapidly and reliably trained to report
sensory stimuli, in a way that enables direct study of
perceptual, cognitive, and memory systems. Behavioral
readouts are ultimately required to query sensory
perception in animals, and there are straightforward and
reliable methods for performing these sorts of
experiments in mice and rats. Although there are some
anatomical and biophysical limitations on critical bands
and other psychoacoustic phenomena, some failures in
cognitive processing seem to be due to failures in
synaptic transmission, motivation, attention, or other
aspects of neural circuits that can be remediated via
additional training or brain stimulation methods.
However, to accurately modify synaptic strength and
network function, such methods must be carefully
applied and take into consideration the extant abilities of
each animal, much like training procedures themselves.
A major goal of future research is to understand how
conditioning, training and learning recruit various
neuromodulatory systems in a coordinated manner for
control and optimization of behavioral performance.
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